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ABSTRACT 

SARS-CoV-2 is an endemic positive-sense RNA virus naturally transmissible between 

numerous species with notable infectivity and associated mortality. It is characterised by a 

poly-adenylated structure capping the genomic terminus. This poly(A) tail is crucial to a 

cascade of viral replicative activity occurring both extra- and intra-cellular during infection. As 

a route to proposing potential chemotherapy, this study suggests simple biplanar adenine 

quadruplexes (A4s) may fold in specific sequences of the viral genome. To the best of our 

knowledge, uniquely biplanar A4s have not been previously described in any context. Using 

molecular modelling techniques and molecular dynamics simulations, some of these non-

canonical structures show reasonable stability in a biological context. Notably, mRNA 

configured as a biplanar A4, shows less dynamic activity than DNA equivalents. This 

observation may be especially relevant in a physiological context. Furthermore, in contrast to 

well-characterised guanine quadruplexes, co-ordination with cations appears not to impact on 

stability.   Our molecular dynamics simulations and analyses demonstrate that some A4s are 

stable in biologically relevant terms. These conclusions may apply to SARS-CoV-2, its variants 

and other pathogenic RNA viruses. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

SARS-CoV-2 infection is currently (late June 2021) estimated at 180 million cases worldwide and with 

mortality approaching 4 million (Dadax,2020. https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/.Covid-19 

Coronavirus Pandemic). Moreover, peak infections are predicted to be recursive (1). Vaccination 

should be an effective strategy, but there may be other concurrent interventions. SARS-CoV-2 has 

been identified as a zoonotic positive-sense RNA virus. (2). The virus is classified with Coronaviridae 

of which two genera, α- and β-CoV, primarily infect Mammalia (3). All coronaviruses encapsulate a 

single strand of mRNA, and at ~29 000 bases, SARS-CoV-2 has the largest genome of all known 

RNA viruses.  The rate of spontaneous mutation is high due in part to homologous recombinations, 

but mainly contingent on inaccurate enzymatic mechanisms of genetic duplication. Both underpin the 

virus’ capacity for infecting a wide spectrum of mammalian and avian species. Variants are continually 

being identified, with apparent increased transmissibility and infectivity. Most recently, the delta 

variant (b.1.617), has had several mutations, two of which (L452R and E484Q) are located on the 

spike protein (4). 

 

 

In this context, a study that explores aspects of the viral RNA genome and surveys the potential 

impact on replication would be timely. Work has focussed on genomic sequences common to various 

biological species, including SARS-CoV-2 and other RNA viruses, that may allow supramolecular 

structures to fold. Hitherto, investigating guanine complexes (G4s) has combined experimental 

techniques with in silico prediction. Detailed structural insights have been provided from NMR (5), X-

ray crystallography (6) and fluorescent tags for visualisation (7), both in vitro and in vivo. A well-

characterised human telomeric G4 (PDB 1KF1) has provided detailed insights into molecular stability 

under various conditions of ion concentration, hydration models, chromophore ligation and loop 

topology (8). Higher order 45-mer and 93-mer G4 models have also been investigated with 

proportionate increasing stability as calculated by free energy, a finding that resonates with 

experimental observation (9).  With 1KF1 as an initial reference, this study has endeavoured to 

address several points: quadruplex integrity following various base-substitutions, influence of cationic 

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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co-ordination, different starting geometries and disruptive effects of N6-methylation. Potential 

relevance in a microbiological context was also surveyed.  

 

Since direct experimentation at a genomic scale can be very limited, identifying sequences in silico 

has complemented biophysical G4 characterisation (10). The two approaches support and reinforce 

each other. Previous research has suggested that RNA G4s can display enhanced stability compared 

to DNA equivalents and may strongly influence gene expression if located at crucial sites (11).  Root 

Mean Square Deviation (RMSD), Torsional Potential of Mean Force (PMF) and Radius of Gyration 

(RG) calculations underpin analysis of molecular dynamics data for G4s. Accordingly, similar 

computational methods were used to underpin our primary proposal that adenine quadruplexes could 

fold in specific sequences of DNA and RNA and may have biological relevance (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.1: Biplanar RNA adenine quadruplex of an oligonucleotide containing 22 adenines. Quartets (shown in 

green) comprise bases A1-A8-A14-A20 and A2-A7-A15-A19. Dotted lines indicate predicted intraplanar H-bonds.  

 

This study provides the first report of molecular dynamics simulations of adenine quadruplexes 

showing reasonable stability up to 1.0µs, and proposes that these non-canonical supramolecular 

structures could fold in viral mRNA since the necessary sequences exist.  

Mechanisms relating these complexes to the poly(A) tail of SARS-2-CoV are also explored. Because 

N6-methyladenine modification (m6a) impacts on viral replication (12) (13), the effect of this 

modification on potential stability was also investigated. We briefly discuss implications for the current 

pandemic and suggest relevance to RNA viruses in general. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Systems construction 

Molecular models were constructed in Discovery Studio Visualiser (Client) v16.1.0.15350 (DSV 

Client), BioVia Draw 4.1 (BVD) and UCSF Chimera 1.12 (build_41623). Adenine quadruplexes were 

modelled in both DNA and RNA, and derived from three experimentally-validated adenine quartets 

(14). These are labelled A4-N1, A4-N3 and A4-N7 in Supplementary Figure 1 and depicted in green in 

Figure 1. Biplanar adenine quadruplexes modelled on pairs of these quartets are referred to in this 

study as ADN4_N1, ADN4_N3 and ADN4_N7 for DNA systems, and ARN4_N1, ARN4_N3 and 

ARN4_N7 for RNA systems.  

The three RNA models were also modified with a single methylation at N6 in one adenine quartet 

base. None of these models contained a co-ordinating ion. From pilot assessments however, non-

methylated ARN4_N1 appeared more stable than other RNA and DNA systems. Accordingly, this 

model was also simulated with various co-ordinating cations. The ions were centred exactly between 

the two adenine quartets and selection was designed to investigate the impact, if any, of valency and 

ionic radius. Table 1itemises all models constructed for the study. 

Our RNA models were derived from a simple biplanar guanine quadruplex (PDB ID) 2KF8 as a 

scaffold. The complex is located in human telomeric DNA and appears not to have a co-ordinating 

cation. Structural information was identified by solution NMR and considered more stable than well-

studied triple-quartet guanine quadruplexes (15). Adenine substitutions were made for each guanine. 

All structures, including the three-base inter-quartet connecting loops, were derived exclusively from 

adenines. The complexes were all biplanar. 

The water model used was AMBER TIP3P  (16) with an explicit solvent. Periodic boundary conditions 

(PBCs) were applied and the systems were neutralised by addition of an appropriate number of Na+ 

counter-ions via VMD Auto-ionize Plug-in v.1.5. A median salt concentration of 150mM was 

implemented using the Tcl interface of NAMD (see below) to reflect physiological conditions and pH 

retained at the default setting of 7.0. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were run in GROMACS 2018.2 and NanoMolecular Dynamics 

NAMD_2.13_Linux-x86_64-multicore (NAMD) with the default CHARMM27 force field applied for both 

methodologies. NAMD and GROMACS applied a hydration cube with 15Å clearance, giving a total of 

19 374 atoms and the Particle Mesh Ewald summation set to a cut-off at 8 Å. 

Systems were minimized by 50 000 x 0.01Å steps of steepest descent and 5 000 steps of 

equilibration. Initial and target temperatures were 0 K and 310 K respectively. The default setting of 

zero was used for the pressure variable. A constant volume simulation (NVT) for 100ps was run at 

310K with the barostat off to thermalise the system. To provide good equilibration, the models were 

then run in a constant pressure simulation (NPT) for 100ps at 310K with the barostat on. Hydrogens 

were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm (17). 

For production runs, initial temperature was 0.0K and the system heated to the nominal physiological 

temperature of 310K. Simulation times were: NAMD 500ns., GROMACS, 500ns and 1.0µs and a 

time-step of 2fs was used for plotting trajectories. Configuration file for production runs, PDB files and 

a template command line script are included in Supplementary Material (Figures 16,17,18). 

The behaviour of all models during molecular dynamics simulations was analysed by RMSD and 

ellipsoidal RMSD (eRMSD), RG and Potential of Mean Force Torsion (Torsional PMF). Anaconda3 

and Barnaba were used to determine eRMSD data and mdtraj to plot trajectories (18) (19). Metrics 

used for the analysis of coordinating cation data were RMSD, eRMSD, RG and Torsional PMF. 

Potential of Mean Force torsional analysis was also used compute variation in glycosidic angles. 
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RESULTS 

The analytical metrics all suggested a trend towards slightly enhanced stability for RNA models over 

DNA models. RNA showed marginally less dynamic activity than DNA equivalents. N6 methylation 

had a variable impact. Co-ordination with monovalent and divalent cations showed a commonality of 

early expulsion from both DNA and RNA systems. However, ions were retained within the hydration 

sphere at the periphery of a given quadruplex. 

H-bonds between N1 and N6 in adjacent bases for A4-N1 quartets showed a mean distance of 2.9 Å. 

(Guanine N1-O6 averaged 2.8 Å). The mean distance for π-π interactions between the imidazole 

rings of stacked quartets was 3.9 Å (G4 π-π interactions between the pyrimidines of stacked quartets 

averaged 3.8 Å). Non-covalent bonding in ARN4_N1 was predicted to be more prevalent than 

ADN4_N1, in particular π-π stacking (Supplementary Figure 8). 

 

Stability with time: RMSD and eRMSD 

Simulations for ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1 were run to 1.0µs and RMSD trajectories plotted (Figure 2): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: RMSD trajectories for ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1 for a 1.0µs simulation.  

Figure 2 indicates the data are broadly similar but with marginally higher RMSD values for the DNA 

model and less dynamic activity for the RNA system. This finding may be counter-intuitive as RNA is 

generally less stable than DNA. However, the RNA system has potentially higher π-stacking capabilty 

which could confer slightly enhanced stability. 

Simulations for ADN4_N3, ADN4_N7, ARN4_N3 and ARN4_N7 were run to 500ns and RMSD 

trajectories plotted (Supplementary Figure 3). Some re-configuration was observed for all RNA and 

DNA systems and exemplified in Supplementary Figures 2 and 4 respectively. Root mean square 

deviation to 500ns for ARN4_N3 compares well with ADN4_N3. However, the ARN4_N7 system 

indicated noticeable dynamic activity, contrasting strongly with ADN4_N7. Conformational change 

occurs at ~320ns in this model.   
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Data for ARN4_N1 were further assessed with ellipsoidal RMSD (eRMSD) calculation and compared 

with the DNA equivalent, ADN4_N1. Simulations for both models were run to 1.0µs (fig.3): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: eRMSD trajectories for ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1. Although the differential is marginal, eRMSD 

trajectories ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1 indicate the RNA model may be marginally less susceptible to dynamic 

variation than the DNA complex. 

 

eRMSD trajectories were assessed as being much less dynamic for both systems than their RMSD 

complements because the metric excudes waters and the phosphate backbone from evaluation. 

Hence the data more accurately indicate base-pairing and π-stacking activity and reinforce the finding 

of slightly enhanced stability in both ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1 systems compared with ADN4_N3 and 

ADN4_N7 models. ADN4_N7 and ARN4_N7 quadruplexes appear to be the least stable structures. 

This observation may derive from our finding that N7-N6 H-bonds were marginally longer in A4-N7 

quartets. As comparison, a 40ns RMSD trajectory for an unfolded 22mer ss-RNA with the same 

sequence as ADN4_N1, has noticeably higher values than for both ADN4 or ARN4 quadruplexes 

(Supplementary Material figure 6), implying that the geometrical structure of the quadruplex confers 

reasonable stability. Visual inspection of the 22mer confirmed this interpretation.  

 

Stability with time: Radius of gyration (RG) 

The mass-weighted root mean square distance of the entire structure was measured from a 

designated centre of mass. Fluctuations in Cartesian axes were calculated and the derived overall 

radial variation was plotted for a given quadruplex. 

 The RG trajectory for ARN4_N7 shows a significant change in molecular structure; this contrasts with 

the noticeable stability of both ARN4_N1 and ARN4_N3 compared with all DNA models (Figures 4a 

and 4b): 
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Figures 4a and 4b. Radius of gyration trajectories for DNA (left) and RNA (right) adenine quadruplexes 

The loss of ARN4_N7 structural integrity at ~320ns closely reflects a similar event in its RMSD 

trajectory (Figure 5). Compactness of the molecule was broadly similar for all co-ordinating ions 

except for hydronium (ΔRg = 39%) The lowest ΔRg value, for ammonium, 5.9%, contrasted with their 

respective ΔeRMSD values:  H3O+ = 68%, NH4
+ = 98% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. RMSD trajectory for ARN4_N7. This indicates a significant reconfiguration at ~380ns resonant with the 

RG data 

 

 

RG for a 22mer ss-RNA to 40ns contrasts significantly with trajectories for ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1 

(Supplementary Material figure 7). This reflects the implicit instability noted in RMSD for the ss-RNA. 

 

Stability with time: Torsional analysis 

Fluctuations in energy from a specified parameter and expressed as a function of time-dependent 

distances between bases were analysed by Potential of Mean Force torsion (20). The five torsion 

angles of the phosphate backbone (Supplementary Figure 10) were calculated for each residue of all 

DNA and RNA models for 500ns simulations. Some similarities were noticed between DNA and RNA 

models, but also several differences (Supplementary Figure 11). γ and δ angles of the phosphate 

backbone displayed notable stability in both models. The torsional angle δ in RNA showed a large 
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shift from an approximate median 185o to a median 60o at ~15ns. This angle was maintained to 500ns 

apart from a transient reversal at ~178ns.  

DNA ε and ζ torsions were noticeably more dynamic than RNA. δ torsions for both were very similar, 

showing little variation, However, in both models, the glycosidic angle (χ) changes imply an inversion 

of adenine along its major axis. It is unclear if the re-configuration is reversible in either condition. The 

torsions for glycosidic angles of each residue for all models were also calculated and torsional change 

data for each condition were plotted.  

  

With the exception of the ARN4_N1 χ torsion, RNA models showed very little variation. Plots for γ and 

ε torsions in DNA systems show considerable angular dynamic activity compared to the RNA 

equivalents.  Modelling software predicted ribose in RNA models would adopt a C2’-endo 

configuration whilst deoxyribose in DNA structures conform to a C3’-endo arrangement 

(Supplementary Figure 10). 

 

 
Stability with time: N6-methylation 

 
RMSD trajectories obtained for N6-methylated ARN4_N1, ARN4_N3 and ARN4_N7 (figure 6) indicate 

enhanced dynamic activity when compared with the equivalent non-modified models (figure 4).  As 

analysed by other metrics, ARN4_N1 shows less activity,  but RMSD data do not support this 

interpretation.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 6: RMSD trajectories for RNA adenine quadruplexes methylated at A19. Contrary to other metrics, 

ARN4_N7 here shows slightly less dynamic activity than other RNA models. 

 
 

Distribution of atoms with respect to the structures’ centres of mass as calculated by RG show N6-

methylated  RNA systems non-covalently linked at  ARN4_N1 and ARN4_N3 were significantly more 

compact than their DNA equivalents (figure 7). However, ARN4_N1_meth (Table1) showed an 

expansion at ~380ns which coincides with the corresponding RMSD data.  ARN4_N7_meth shows 

the least expansion which is also reflected in the RMSD plot. 
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Figure 7: Radius of gyration trajectories for methylated ARN4_N1, ARN4_N3 and ARN4_N7. The observed 

conformational change in ARNA_N1_meth at ~380ns resonates with the RMSD plot. 

 

 

 

 
Stability with time: cation co-ordination 

 
 NH4

+, H3O+, K+, Li+, Mg2+ and Na+ as co-ordinating ions in ARN4_N1 quadruplexes were rapidly and 

permanently expelled. However, Ca2+ relocated from its interplanar position at an early stage to a 

peripheral site on the phosphate backbone and the complex lost integrity at ~260ns. The ion 

remained in loco for the duration of the simulation (Supplementary Figure 9). The A4 structure 

maintained reasonable integrity after all ions except Ca2+ were expelled. RMSD calculations for 

conditions assessing the impact, if any, of co-ordinating ions reflect this stability to 500ns (Figures 8a 

and 8b): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 8a and 8b: RMSD values for ARN4_N1 models co-ordinated with monovalent metal cations (left) and 

bivalent metal cations (right). Monovalent metal ion trajectories are broadly similar to non-cation co-ordinated 

models. All simulations were to 500ns except Ca2+ which ended at ~ 390ns. Mg2+ also shows significant dynamic 
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activity after ~460ns. Supplementary figure 5 shows trajectories for simulations with monovalent hydronium and 

ammonium ions. 

 

 
 

MD simulations of both ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1 models predicted that Ca2+ would relocate to an 

adjacent phosphate niche. Whilst it remains in the quadruplex’s periphery, binding appears 

significantly dynamic as the RMSD trajectory differs greatly from those with other ions bound. This 

ion’s specific and unique ionic radius and charge may underpin this observation. Expulsion of all ions 

except Ca2+ might underpin some of the difference between eRMSD and RMSD trajectories.  

Because eRMSD disregards dynamic contributions from ions or waters, if ions are expelled and the 

phosphate backbone remains relatively integral, interplanar activity should be more noticeable in 

eRMSD rather than subsumed to some extent by these other parameters in RMSD.  

Similar to Ca2+, all other ions investigated occupied an equidistant position between the adenine 

quartets. Figures 9a and 9b show Ca2+ relocated to the phosphate backbone. The modelling software 

predicts five electrostatic links. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 9a (left) and 9b (right). Relocated Ca2+ co-ordinating ARN4_N1. Similar to other cations investigated, 

Ca2+ relocates from a central interplanar position at ~30ns and is not expelled from the complex but remain within 

the periphery. 

Na+ counterions remained within the Periodic Boundary Conditions and were not observed to occupy 

or transit the quadruplex during the simulation. 

 

Stability with time: Potential of Mean Force Torsions 

Fluctuations in energy from a specified parameter and expressed as a function of time-dependent 

distances between bases were analysed using Potential of Mean Force torsion. The five torsion 

angles of the phosphate backbone were calculated for each residue of all DNA and RNA models for 

500ns simulations. 
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Many different atomic arrangements are possible in almost any molecular system; each microstate is 

a particular specific configuration at any one instant with numerous factors influencing the microstate. 

The probability of the system to be in a microstate predicated on the glycosidic angle of each residue 

was analysed. 

A global PMF was taken by summing PMF values for each residue (Error! Reference source not 

found.) and concatenating to identify χ minima for ADN4_N1, ADN4_N3 and ADN4_N7. 

Concatenation of values for the three systems indicates global minima for ADN4_N1 at -130o, +10o 

and +125o; for ADN4_N3 at -120o, +10o and +100o; for ADN4_N7 at -90o and +30o (Figure 10). Bases 

appear to fluctuate between these lowest energy configurations.  ADN4_N7 shows significantly fewer 

minima than ADN4_N1 or ADN4_N3 for all residues, contrasting with all other metrics. This might be 

rationalised if the PMF starting point for ARN4_N7 is already at, or close to, a deep minimum and the 

system has insufficient energy to shift into other low energy wells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Global PMF trajectories for χ values of all ADN4_ N1, ADN4_N3 and ADN4_N7 residues for a 500ns 
simulation. For most residues, angles centred on adenine N9 totalled 356o (C1-N9-C4 = 123o, C1-N9-C8 = 128o, 
C4-N9-C8=105o) which implies N9 is marginally non-planar with partial sp3 hybridisation. 

 

 
The final configuration of ARN4_N1 shows signs of unfolding but has maintained overall structural 

integrity (Supplementary Figure 2). The A4-N1 quartets are no longer unanimously biplanar as 

determined by some glycosidic angles.  From a median ~130o prior to MD simulation, glycosidic 

angles were reduced to a median ~113o. Comparison with Figure 1 indicates pair-bonding has 

maintained a recognisable biplanar structure although with some re-configuration. The phosphate 

backbone also shows general integrity but with some re-configuration. The final RMSD for the 

backbone as calculated by DSV is in broad agreement with other methodologies: all molecule RMSD 

= 4.018Å, phosphate = 3.571Å. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The in silico data reported here strongly suggest that A4s could fold in specific genomic locations of 

both DNA and RNA (Supplementary Figure 14) and may be non-transient. Specifically, the poly(A) tail 

characteristic of RNA viruses comprises sequences capable of A4-folding. This region is a template 
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for a poly-uridine sequence crucial to a downstream cascade moderating viral replication. Presence of 

such sequences allows for the possibility that A4s will fold in vivo, and if so, will have reasonable 

integrity.  

 Recently, eRMSD has been used to analyse nucleic acid systems, in particular  RNA complexes 

(18). This metric uniquely analyses the geometry of nucleobases in a molecule and evaluates 

differences in their relative interaction. Measurement is continuous, symmetric and provides a more 

detailed analysis of MD trajectories than RMSD Molecular modelling and in silico analysis of RNA is 

generally contingent on only a few intrinsic features: backbone dihedrals (21), hydrogen-bond 

networks, and stacking interactions (22). However, RNA has six torsional angles (five phosphate 

backbone and one sugar-base) which challenge accuracy (Supplementary Figure 10). A recent 

mathematical interpretation of base-pairing and base-stacking interactions in RNA has collated these 

factors and quantified them as a simple scoring function, εSCORE (23). The methodology quantifies 

the comparison of a target molecule with experimentally observed RNA structures. εSCORE and 3D 

co-ordination are described further in Supplementary Figure 13. 

 Torsional angle data appear to be generally supportive of the other metrics, but currently with less 

definition. The  trajectories of γ and ε torsions for  DNA models imply the phosphate backbone in 

these structures is more dynamically active than it is in RNA systems. The near-chaotic trajectories 

observed for ζ torsions in ADN4_N1 support this notion. 

 

 The C2’-endo configuration folds preferentially in RNA, but the C3’-endo is prevalent in tertiary 

structures (24). The C3’-endo conformer is strongly associated with a marginally wider O3’-O5’ 

distance and consequently the phosphate backbone has a less acute helical angle (Supplementary 

Figure 12). An increased helical twist should induce a slightly enhanced interbase distance. 
Interestingly, this study found a slightly reduced interbase distance implying that smaller torsional 

angles, particularly the glycosidic bond, may be an off-setting factor.  

 

Consideration of RMSD and RG trajectories for ARN4_N7 (Figures 5 and 8b) would indicate structural 

integrity is lost at ~380ns but the system returns to a stable configuration which may be transient 

Microsecond imulation times could clarify if similar variations of RG are cyclical or whether the system 

collapses. 

It is proposed here that the overall trend of gyration radius, eRMSD and PMF torsion analysis 

indicates that RNA folded into simple biplanar adenine quadruplexes is marginally less susceptible to 

interbase dynamic activity than comparable DNA structures. We note the caveat that eRMSD only 

evaluates dynamic activity between C2, C4 and C6 of adjacent or paired nucleobases. Hence DNA 

and RNA models should show similar trajectories. At least five factors may contribute to this 

differential: 

• RNA H-bonding between some adenine-base pairing is stronger than it is in DNA (25). The 

mechanism for this finding is currently debated (26).  

• Because H-bonding strength is intrinsically similar in DNA and RNA, other factors must be 

responsible:   stacking, ‘sugar puckering’, solvation (27).  

• RNA models predict a ribose-C2’-endo configuration; absence of C2’ hydroxyl in DNA 

structures underpins a C3’-endo configuration. These ‘sugar-puckering’ conformers 

differentially influence the helicity of the phosphate chain. 

• Given that mean interplanar distances in RNA models are 3.0Å (compared to 3.3Å in DNA), 

adenine bases are close together implying enhanced π-stacking. Variation in glycosidic 

angles may also contribute to this observation 
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 In addition to base-pairing and interplanar π-bonding contributing to stability, base-stacking in the 

interplanar loops may also be influential.  Although both ADN4_N1 and ARN4_N1 appear to have 

insufficient space for a cation, these complexes may be coordinated by protons. Visual observation of 

both models clearly showed a higher proportion (~15%) of H-bonds and π-stacking in ARN4_N1 than 

in its DNA equivalent.  

 Several factors probably underpin the observation of slightly greater RNA_A4 integrity compared to 

DNA_A4s; these include reduced inter-planar distances and enhanced non-covalent bonding The 

ribose 2’-hydroxyl group may also have direct influence on the enhanced stability of RNA models due 

to attracting waters into the system. Moreover, steric constraints on the quadruplex topology could 

derive from 2’-OH and reduce lability. Furthermore, the C3’-endo configuration is imposed exclusively 

upon RNA sugars and has the consequent general influence of reducing large fluctuations in the 

phosphate angles. In turn, this marginally reduces interplanar distances. 

Gyration radius and eRMSD data for cationic co-ordinants of ARN4_N1, when expressed as a 

percentage change, show minimal variation in the first two metrics, but a noticeable range for 

eRMSD. K+ showed the lowest percentage change in empirical values (52%) contrasting with Na+ 

having the highest (98%). The value for Li+ occupies an approximately median position (77%). 

 

Because m6A was found to be marginally disruptive in all models, steric hindrance and / or inter-base 

distances may plausibly be responsible. This suggestion is reinforced by noting that N1-N6 distances 

for ARN4_N1 averaged 5.6Å. For the ARN4_N7 model, N7-N6 H-bonds were predicted to be 

marginally longer which implies a slight  contribution to reduced stability rather than steric hindrance 

directly. ARN4_N3 has the largest interbase distances and histogram analysis shows the highest 

RMSD with the narrowest range. Because steric hindrance in this instance does not seem likely due 

to N6-methyladenine modification, weaker H-bonding is more plausible.  

 

Some aspects of this study strongly indicated that this modification may underpin rational design of 

enhanced live or attenuated candidates for a vaccine against SARS-CoV-2. Validation of A4s folding 

in the viral genome would suggest possible concepts for chemotherapy (Supplementary Material 14 

and 15). 

 

 Contrasting significantly with G4s, stability of A4s does not appear to be contingent on co-ordinating 

cations since all except Ca2+ were expelled from both DNA and RNA systems. RG and RMSD data 

indicate all A4 complexes except the Ca2+ system maintaining integrity to 500ns. We consider that the 

combination of the ionic radius and bivalency of Ca2+ may be unique factors that allow the ion to bind 

with the phosphate backbone. 

Although the influence of loop length is known to influence G4 stability, we have not assessed this 

factor here. Also, loop direction in G4s has a range of possibilities: this remains to be evaluated in 

silico for A4s. Since ds-DNA G4s are often located in hypomethylated regions, research might 

establish if this finding persists in ss-RNA A4s N6-methylation destabilised G4s and all A4 models to 

a greater or lesser extent which we infer may be predicated on steric hindrance. Methylation of loop 

bases was not explored in this study. 

Guanine quadruplexes are known to fold in Herpes Simplex virus with maximum abundance during 

viral replication within the host nucleus (28). Given the ratio of viral to host G4 population may be 

several orders of magnitude (29), this suggests promising selectivity as only infected cells will have 

greatly increased numbers of G4s. Furthermore, viral G4s are known to regulate some viruses during 

lytic and latent conditions (29), hinting at the intriguing possibility of intervention at all stages in the 

viral life-cycle. Hence, predicated on the findings of this study, it is reasonable to propose similar 

characteristics may also apply to adenine quadruplexes. 
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A recent study has concluded that the SARS-CoV-2 genome contains sequences for G4 folding and 

confirmed at least two experimentally in vitro (30). Because potentially disruptive G4s were 

destabilised by an endogenous viral helicase (nsp13), this enzyme could be a natural target for novel 

antivirals. Accordingly, the synthesis of G4-targeting ligands continues as a route to treat infection. 

Carboxy pyridostatin not only has a high binding affinity for G4s, it also preferentially binds to RNA 

guanine quadruplexes (31). 

Inspection of the SARS-CoV-2 genome indicates that the possibility of A4 folding is high; perhaps A4s 

also have an implication for the viral life-cycle. Since G4-targeting analogues may have antiviral 

potential, any interaction with A4s could be significant in this respect too. It is worth considering A4s in 

the viral genome as potential drug targets for this devastating disease in a global context. 

CONCLUSION 

This study has demonstrated that specific adenine-rich sequences in DNA and RNA have the 

potential to fold into simple biplanar quadruplexes constructed from experimentally validated adenine 

quartets. One of these quartets has physiological relevance probably derived from enhanced H-

bonding. The quadruplex constructed from it has maintained structural integrity to 1.0µs. Molecular 

dynamics analysis supported the proposal that RNA models were less susceptible to dynamic activity 

than DNA equivalents.  

The possibility arises that non-transient A4s could fold in the poly(A) tail of coiled SARS-2-Cov RNA 

and other RNA viruses. Potential subsequent impact on viral replication could be a promising route for 

chemotherapy. 

Future work may focus on experimentally confirming our data and further exploring non-canonical 

supramolecular structures in cellular and viral contexts. With particular reference to SARS-2-CoV, our 

recent docking protocols predict G4-targetting carboxy pyridostatin also has a high binding affinity for 

A4s.  

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL. Available as a separate file (1.6 mB) 
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TABLES 

Table 1: DNA and RNA systems constructed for molecular dynamics study 

DNA RNA 

  (N6)-CH3 cation 

ADN4_N1 ARN4_N1 ARN4_N1_meth ARN4_N1_Amo 

ADN4_N3 ARN4_N3 ARN4_N3_meth ARN4_N1_Ca 

ADN4_N7 ARN4_N7 ARN4_N7_meth ARN4_N1_Hyd 

   ARN4_N1_K 

   ARN4_N1_Li 

   ARN4_N1_Mg 

   ARN4_N1_Na 

 

 

Table 2, Torsional PMF minima for glycosidic angles of all ADN4_N1, ADN4_N3 and ADN4_N7 

residues. (no data for RNA models) 

 
res ADN4_N1 ADN4_N3 ADN4_N7 

1 -140 0 100 -140 -80  -140 110  

2 60   -140 -50 120 40 130  

3 30 90  -140   30 90  

4 -140 70  70  150  80   

5 -140 50  80   -140 60  

6 70   70   60   

7 -130   -140   -50   

8 90   50 90  60   

9 -140 100  -140 100  50   

10 -140 100  -140 30  -140 100  

11 -150 80  -130 90  0   

12 80   80   80   

13 80   80   80   

14 -130 0  -130 130  -130   

15 -130 100  -130 100  70   

16 -130 100  -130 100  100   

17 -140 60  70   70   

18 70   70   70   

19 -140   70   -140   

20 30 110  70   -140   

21 -130   -130 50  -130 100  

22 -130 100  100   -130 100  

                                                             


